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 United are the senses five,
They all from one original spring:
The food of one is strength for all,
Each to the others drink supplies.
Sight by the eyes increases love,
Love in the heart "will truth augment,
Truth every sense will rouse from sleep,
Taste friendship with the senses makes.
When an internal sense the bonds have opened?
Each other sense transfigured is ;
When one sense things nnfelt perceives,
To senses what's unseen revealed will be.
If one ram leaps a little from the flock,
All others follow in its track.
Impel the sheep of your perceptions
To graze in " pastures He produced, "*
To feed on basil sweet and hyacinths,
Ways to find, to rose-groves of truths divine;
Each sense to the others a herald will be,
And all to the heavenly paradise will go.
Your senses to your senses secrets tell
Without a tongue, a tale, or trope,
Although their story is the midwife of comments,
The surmise, source to speculate upon.;
But things self-evident and plain
Admit no explanation or comment.
W&©1* &H perceptions your senses have enslaved
-'The spheres cannot escape your ken;
When in the realm of husks questions arise
Its very kernel is proved to be but husk;
Amidst disputes of scarcity in blades
Their seeds you are to strive to find!
Then spheres but husks will-be, the spirit's light
the grain,—
The one is aeen, the other hid; start not:—
The body can be seen, the soul is hid ;
But intellect is more concealed than the soul,
Therefore the spirit seeks the sense, and soars
beyond:
Tom motion see and life perceive,
Bat that intellect fills it you forget;
Yet iB&pimfcioii transcends intellect,
& is,* mystery divine and aarevealed.
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